PCA plots including all four groups for A) RNA-seq data and B) RRBS data. These plot show separation of the groups and complement the plots shown in Figures 1 and 3, in which only C and T+WSD were shown.
Supplementary Fig. S2 Synergistic effect of WSD and T on gene expression. A) The plots
show the different effects of T, depending on diet for a subset of genes showing a significant synergistic effect of the combined treatment of T and WSD. The x-axis represents the absence or presence of T treatment, while the y-axis represents DESeq2 normalized count values. Each small point on the plot represents a sample, and the mean count value among treatment group replicates is represented with a larger point. As shown on the upper right, the different slopes of the two lines illustrate the interaction between T and WSD: in the absence of interaction, the two lines will have roughly equal slopes. B) Pathways identified using EnrichR enriched in genes showing a trend for being synergistically down-regulated (red arrow) or up-regulated (green arrow).
Supplementary Fig. S3 Scatterplots of gene expression vs promoter methylation for the 4 sample groups. The plots include gene expression values (log TPM averaged across replicates)
and promoter methylation values (averaged across replicates) for 11,333 genes that passed low count filtering in the differential gene expression analysis and also contained at least 1 CpG with a minimum of 10X coverage in the promoter region. The spearman rank correlation indicated a slightly negative correlation between gene expression and promoter methylation, with rho values near -0.2 for each sample group. 
Description of Supplementary Tables S8-S10
Supplementary tables S7-S9 contain the significant DMRs (Sidak p-value < 0.1 and absolute methylation difference > 10%) for each of the 3 comparisons. Each DMR has a "DMR.ID" consisting of its "chr_start_meth.diff" information. Columns B-C provide the chromosome, start, and end position of the DMR. Columns E-H provide the length of the DMR (region_length), the number of CpGs within the DMR (num_cpgs), the percent methylation difference of the DMR in the comparison (meth.diff), and the Sidak p-value for the DMR. The methylation difference is calculated as the average percent methylation value of the region in the treatment samples minus the average percent methylation difference of the region in the control samples. We then provide annotation for the DMRs using Ensembl version 92 annotation for the Mmul8 reference genome. Columns I-K provide whether the DMR overlaps an annotated promoter (3 kb upstream from TSS), exon, or intron with a value of "1" signifying that an overlap is present. If there is no overlap for a promoter, exon, or intron, then the DMR is labelled as intergenic in column L. If the DMR overlaps an exon or intron, we provide the Ensembl Gene ID of that gene in column M; column M has a value of "NA" if the DMR does not overlap an exon or intron. If the DMR overlaps a promoter, we provide the corresponding Ensembl Gene ID in column N; column N has a value of "NA" if no promoter overlap is present.
If the DMR does not overlap an exon or intron, we provide the distance to the nearest TSS in column O and also the Ensembl Gene ID of the gene with the nearest TSS in column P; columns O and P have a value of "NA" if the DMR overlaps an exon or intron. Finally, we provide 5 columns of gene information taken from Ensembl Biomart corresponding to the relevant Ensembl Gene ID (if present for the DMR). Columns Q-U correspond to the "gene overlap" Ensembl Gene ID (column M), columns V-Z correspond to the "promoter overlap" Ensembl Gene ID (column N), and columns AA-AE correspond to the "nearest TSS" Ensembl Gene ID (column P).
